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Hush Hush, Keep It Down Now!

Smoking Kills!

Directions: print - preferably in
color on cardstock - on both sides
of the page. Cut out around edges
of this side. Enjoy!
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Tales From The Darkside: "Hush"

Friday The 13th: "Pipe Dream"

Buddy, an asthmatic boy stuck at home with this babysitter,
Jennifer, while his mother goes out, invents things in what
used to be his father’s workshop. Most of them are toys
made out of found items around the house, but Buddy’s
latest is his attempt to finish something that his father
had started – a “noise-eater” which, with its ghastly and
organic-looking mouth-stalk, sucks the “noise” out of
anything that’s making noise…but what it’s actually doing
is draining the energy from whatever is making sound.
To Buddy and Jennifer’s horror, that includes a caged bird
kept by Buddy’s mom: the noise-eater can drain the life
out of living things too. Now they have to figure out how to
escape the house and trap the noise-eater inside…and the
biggest obstacle to that seemingly simple goal is Buddy’s
persistent cough.

Ryan gets a wedding invitation from his estranged father’s
new address, sent by his fiancee. Ryan and Mikki accept
the invitation and Ryan and Ray Dallion stand face to
face for the first time in years. Ray takes Ryan to his new
workplace to show off the invention that changed his
fortunes; Ryan is less than impressed to learn that it’s a
weapon. Mikki learns from Ray’s fiancee that Ray’s Uncle
Lewis gave him a pipe, and Mikki suspects it’s one of Uncle
Lewis’ cursed objects, though she can’t convince Ryan of
that…until she sees Ray dispatch his rival co-worker with
her own eyes, using the pipe to kill the man with deadly
poisonous smoke. But Ray also knows that she’s seen
something, making her his next target.
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Directions: print - preferably in
color on cardstock - on both sides
of the page. Cut out around edges
of the other side of this page.
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